
Your logo should always be featured on the top of your website.  
Users spend about 6.48 seconds focused on the logo area of a webpage before moving on.

LOGO

 After your logo the menu get's the second most amount of attention, about 6.44 seconds.  
Keep it simple and clean, with a maximum or seven items.  After this use sub-navigation.

NAVIGATION BAR

 Adding a search bar puts the power in your users hands and they like that!
It is the third thing users use for 6 seconds on average.

SEARCH BAR

The first video/image is your first impression.  Be authentic and be you.  Ask yourself what
can I put here that will encourage people to keep scrolling.  Be inspiring.

IMAGE/VIDEO

Users read headlines 5x more than the read paragraph content.  Write a headline that tells
people not who you are but what you can do for them and how.  Write this using Search

Engine Optimization keywords and phrases that people will use to search for  your
business.  You have .05 seconds for a visitor to form on opinion of your website use that

time wisely.

HEADLINE

This is the button that goes under your headline and tells the user what you want them to
do.  This is where you feature your top purpose like shop now, visit us, contact us etc.

CALL TO ACTION

Use this section to answer you users needs.  It could be a list of services, links to free
resources or items you sell. This section varies by your type of business.  Whatever items

you place here make sure they are all clickable and go to another page with more
information.  Do the work for your users if they have to search and work hard they will

leave.

MAIN CONTENT/SERVICES

Other items you can include on this page are testimonials, about you and sign up forms for
email newsletters.

OPTIONAL ITEMS

52.64% of all traffic is mobile.  Make sure your website is mobile friendly.  If your user is
frustrated they will leave.  Make it easy for your user.

MOBILE READY

Put your contact info in the footer.  Repeat your business name and logo along with
address, phone number and email.  By putting this information in the footer it will be the

last thing a user sees on every page they visit.

CONTACT INFO

Users spend 5.95 seconds focusing on your social links.  Just make sure any social media
platform you link here is used and updated often.

SOCIAL LINKS

YOUR HEADER

YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION

YOUR MAIN CONTENT

YOUR FOOTER

MOBILE FRIENDLY
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